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ABSTRACT
An essential characteristic for unbiased and diligent information-

seeking that can enable informed opinion formation and decision-

making is intellectual humility (IH), the awareness of the limitations

of one’s knowledge and opinions. While researchers have recog-

nized the potential to boost IH in individuals, the effect of such

interventions on their search behavior, along with the broader

significance of IH in the context of web search on debated top-

ics remains unexplored. In this paper, we present the results of

a preregistered user study (𝑁 = 299) that we conducted to (1)

test the effect of three interventions that boost self-reported IH

on opinionated individuals’ search behavior and (2) explore the

role of IH in the search process of opinionated individuals more

broadly. IH-boosting interventions did not affect search behavior;

we attribute this to the high familiarity of the search environment,

prompting searchers to default to their usual search behavior. Still,

explorations of the role of IH in the search process indicate that IH

and IH-related search intentions should be considered as relevant

factors in the pursuit of supporting unbiased and diligent search

on debated topics. Based on our exploratory findings, we argue

that future research should investigate interventions that are more

directly integrated into the search process, as well as such that

combine boosting IH with encouraging searchers to approach the

search task in an IH-driven way and promoting transparency for

appropriate reliance on the search system and ranking.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → User studies; User centered
design; • Information systems→ Search interfaces.
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1 INTRODUCTION
It has become increasingly common for individuals to rely on

web search engines as their starting point when seeking infor-

mation [9, 16, 19, 53]. Searchers tend to deem their own search

interactions as unbiased and trust search engines, perceiving highly-

ranked search results as relevant and accurate [9, 20, 22]. According

to Smith and Rieh [54], this trust leads searchers to believe that they

do not need to invest cognitive effort in the search process. High

reliance on search engines can lead to efficient task completion for

simple lookup search tasks, e.g., to retrieve facts and for question an-

swering. However, people also use search engines for non-arbitrary,

i.e., complex, information needs, such as learning and investiga-

tion [39]. Many complex search tasks inherently require cognitive

effort and diligence to identify knowledge gaps and actively explore,

compare, and critically evaluate different resources [39, 53].

Over-relying on the search system and conducting online in-

quiries with low cognitive effort and diligence, impeding knowl-

edge gain, is particularly problematic for consequential searches,

such as searching for resources on debated topics. When it comes

to these often controversial matters, individuals might carry out

such searches because they want to form an informed opinion—

whether the state should provide a universal basic income—or make

an informed decision—whom to vote for. In theory, in both these

cases, searchers would, ideally, actively engage with diverse view-

points, explore a variety of resources, and verify the accuracy of the

information they encounter [30, 44]. In practice, however, searching

for information on debated topics can prove challenging because

debated topics are multifaceted and complex, with perspectives

that are linked to different values or interests, some of which might

threaten an individual’s own values and interests [26, 45]. This

can lead to emotionally charged and biased search behavior, for

instance, when individuals prioritize information that aligns with

their preexisting attitudes while dismissing or discounting argu-

ments that challenge their views (confirmation bias) [4, 43, 62].
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The considerable cognitive effort and diligence required to en-

gage with information on debated topics, coupled with an infor-

mation environment of opaque algorithmic curation that evokes

over-reliance, poses an obstacle to informed opinion formation or

decision-making [41]. This is compounded by the fact that, in gen-

eral, searchers’ information seeking habits are known to be shaped

by various individual characteristics [7, 42, 45, 60], emphasizing

that there is likely no one-size-fits-all solution for fostering search

behavior that leads to informedness on debated topics. This leads

us to question how we can empower individuals to overcome the
challenges associated with web search on debated topics, ultimately
engaging in unbiased, as well as diligent search behavior.

As a starting point for answering this question, we turn to in-
tellectual humility (IH), a key characteristic for unbiased and

diligent information seeking that pertains to the awareness of one’s

own epistemic limitations, i.e., the limits of one’s knowledge and

fallibility of one’s beliefs [10, 45]. Individuals with high IH gener-

ally have a high motivation to seek information and gain knowl-

edge [34, 46]. They tend to spend more time learning about attitude-

opposing arguments and can better identify the strength of different

arguments [6], making them less prone to biased behavior when

engaging with information on debated topics. A number of promis-

ing approaches to boost IH, such as brief reflection exercises [33],

reading about the benefits of IH [47], or reading about the plasticity

of intelligence [46], have emerged. In light of these discoveries,

researchers see great potential in IH boosts to improve the quality

of opinions and decisions at the individual level, as well as foster

more harmonious intergroup relationships and reduce polarization

at the societal level [45, 48]. Up to this point, however, approaches

to boost IH have primarily been assessed in terms of their impact

on self-reported IH and reflection tasks, rather than their influence

on actual behavior within a familiar information environment.

To determine whether the potential of IH would translate into

unbiased, diligent search habits on debated topics in practice, we

conducted a preregistered user study with 299 participants. To

control scope, we center this study on opinionated searchers (i.e.,

reporting moderate and strong attitudes) who were found to be

least open to processing attitude-opposing information [59] and

thus in greater need of support for unbiased search. Guided by

three preregistered and one exploratory research questions, this

study investigated (1) the effects of three interventions of varying

complexity that we found to boost self-reported IH in a pre-study,

detailed in Section 3 (prime, remind, reinforce, see Figure 1), and (2)

the role of IH during search on debated topics more broadly.

RQ1 Do the interventions of prime, remind, and reinforce that

boost intellectual humility lead to decreased confirmation
bias during search result selection on debated topics?

RQ2 Do the interventions of prime, remind, and reinforce that

boost intellectual humility lead to increased search dili-
gence during search on debated topics?

RQ3 Are there differences between the effects of the inter-
ventions prime, remind, and reinforce on search diligence

and confirmation bias during search on debated topics?

RQe How does IH factor into the broader search process of
opinionated individuals who conduct searches on debated

topics?

Figure 1: Boosting interventions inspired by the concept of
Intellectual Humility (IH).

We probed the effects of the interventions with a between-

subjects design. We exposed participants to one of the three boost-

ing or two control conditions (see Figure 3). They then used a mock

search engine result page (SERP)—resembling a familiar web search

interface—to learn more about a debated topic on which they re-

ported to have a strong attitude. During the search task, we logged

their interactions with the SERP. To explore how IH factors into

the broader search process, we asked participants to report their

attitude, perceived knowledge gain, rationales for their behavior,

and reflections on the search task after they finished the search.

Analysis of participants’ search behavior did not corroborate that

either of the three interventions affected participants’ confirmation

bias and search diligence. In other words, the interventions that we

empirically found to boost self-reported IH in the pre-study, could

not empower opinionated individuals to overcome the challenges

of web search on debated topics in practice. We attribute the lack

of differences in search behavior between control and boosting

conditions to (i) investigating effects on actual search behavior

in a familiar environment that might diminish the effect of the

interventions by leading users to resort to default behavior such as

relying on the ranking; and (ii) targeting opinionated searchers who

might be less inclined to display IH in their actions, even though

the boost affected their self-reported IH.

Based on the insights emerging from exploring the role of IH

during the broader search process, we deduce that even though the

boosting interventions could not successfully change behavior, IH

should still be considered as a lever in the pursuit of promoting

unbiased and diligent search on debated topics. While we did not

observe direct links between the level of IH and search behavior,

searchers’ reflections on the search task suggest that thosewith high

compared to low IH might approach searching on debated topics

with greater ease and perceive to gain more knowledge. Further,

our explorations indicated that searchers who reported having

approached the search in an IH-driven way were more likely to

exhibit search diligence than those who relied on the ranking. These

findings lead us to argue that for IH boosting approaches to cause

behavioral change in familiar search environments, they likely need

to target searchers’ motivation to approach the search task in an

IH-driven way and to be combined with interventions that are more

directly integrated into the search process and induce appropriate

reliance on the search system and ranking, e.g., epistemic cues [38].

Contributions. This paper advances the understanding of the
potential of IH-boosts which hold the promise of being a remedy

for various epistemic societal challenges. It does so by taking an
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initial step towards testing such interventions in practice with a

preregistered user study (N=299), empirically testing the effect of

interventions that boost self-reported IH on behavior during web

search on debated topics in a familiar search environment. It further

contributes to the understanding of the role of IH in the broader

process of search on debated topics, encompassing attitude change,

perceived knowledge gain, and searchers’ reflections on their search

behavior and the search task, alongside search behavior. We did not

find evidence for and impact of the IH-boosts on search behavior.

Regarding the role of IH in the search process, we found that while

IH shapes task load, IH-related motivations in approaching the

search task rather than IH directly shape search behavior in this

context. Based on our insights, we present design implications for
interventions that aim at supporting unbiased and diligent search

behavior andmethodological implications for research efforts

that aim at empowering individuals online. In the pursuit of open

science, we made the preregistration with detailed descriptions

of the study plan and data set with questionnaire responses and

behavioral data from search logs publicly available.
1

2 RELATEDWORK
Most search engines lack support for the activities searchers need

to carry out to satisfy complex information needs [36, 39, 53, 54].

For instance, mainstream search engines may fail to support diverse

search intentions, information-seeking strategies, and transitions

between them [36, 53]. Further, the opaque algorithmic curation

of results that are displayed to the searcher makes it difficult to

understand the information space and recognize whether suffi-

cient information has been gathered to conclude the search [31, 41].

However, there have been recent calls to improve support for such

complex search tasks, e.g., providing transparency over the rank-

ing, displaying meta-information alongside the search results, or

visualizing search intents and the information space [51, 53, 54].

To empower individuals to navigate online environments, Lorenz-

Spreen et al. [38] propose behavioral interventions such as nudging
and boosting. Nudging aims at steering user behavior by altering

the choice architecture (e.g., altering the effort required to access

or evaluate selected information, setting defaults) [8, 56]. In con-

trast, boosting interventions aim at fostering user competencies

that facilitate navigating online environments and, unlike nudging,

offer the advantage of upholding user autonomy, as well as remain-

ing effective over an extended period of time [25, 38]. For search

on debated topics, researchers have used nudging approaches to

encourage individuals to explore diverse viewpoints to facilitate

informed opinion formation and decision-making. For instance,

obfuscations with warning labels of attitude-confirming search re-

sults [49], displaying labels that indicate the stance of the search

results [63], or tag clouds that reveal experts evaluations [52] were

found to reduce confirmation bias, while query priming was found

to promote diligent search behavior and increased exploration [64].

Researchers have also investigated argument retrieval systems that

can facilitate web search on debated topics by directly presenting

distinct arguments retrieved from search results [1, 5, 61]. Boost-

ing interventions, promising to empower users to navigate other

1
https://osf.io/ktysd/?view_only=e9d8e67f568f41559edf277b4c2645cc

online challenges, such as microtargeting [37], have not yet been

investigated in the context of search on debated topics.

Since general information seeking behavior is known to be

shaped by various user characteristics [7, 42, 45, 60], the challenges

associated with search on debated likely do not affect all individu-
als equally. Some characteristics that were found to affect search

are context-dependent (e.g., attitude strength [59]), and others are

more stable (e.g., the need for cognition—an individual’s general

tendency to organize their experience meaningfully [7, 60]). For

example, searchers who have a strong compared to weak prior

attitude on the topic they search on were observed to be less open

to processing attitude-opposing information [59], and individuals

with a low compared to high need for cognition were observed to

be less diligent searchers [60]. This highlights that heterogeneous

searchers have varying requirements when it comes to supporting

unbiased and diligent search on debated topics.

The central element investigated with this study, IH, is linked to

different cognitive, social, and personality traits that shape infor-

mation behavior [10, 45]. It entails recognizing the limits of one’s

knowledge and being aware of the fallibility of one’s beliefs. IH can

be measured as a context-dependent user state (i.e., an individual’s

degree of IH in a specific context) and a stable user trait (i.e., an

individual’s general degree of IH) [3, 27, 45]. High IH was found

to reduce the propensity for patterns that indicate biased and non-

diligent information seeking behavior, e.g., limited curiosity, low in-

trinsic motivation and eagerness to invest effort in learning [34, 47],

as well as little engagement with opposing viewpoints [6]. Look-

ing at societal challenges arising from these information seeking

patterns, high IH was linked to reduced hostility towards individu-

als with opposing views [55], decreased affective polarization [6],

and diminished susceptibility to misinformation [29]. In light of

these observations, researchers see potential in interventions that

boost IH to function as an antidote to such epistemic societal chal-

lenges [21, 45]. While simple approaches that effectively boost

self-reported IH have indeed been identified [33, 46, 47], their effect

on real-world information behavior, and web search on debated

topics, in particular, has yet to be explored.

3 PRE-STUDY: BOOSTING INTERVENTIONS
In our quest for a simple and effective intervention that could be

practically implemented in a real-world search setting, we consid-

ered different boosting approaches that could foster web users’ cog-

nitive competencies (for an overview of different digital boosting

approaches, see https://www.scienceofboosting.org/tag/digital/).

Given the context of our work, we were particularly interested in

interventions to boost searchers’ intellectual humility by means

of self-reflection and priming societal values. Further, we adopted
an approach similar to [38] and considered alternatives of vary-

ing complexity. This resulted in three boosting interventions (see

Figure 1).

(1) Prime: informing searchers of the societal values related to

IH by briefly describing the concept and its benefits;

(2) Remind: raising searchers’ awareness of IH and reminding

them of their own values related to it by asking them to fill

in the multidimensional IH scale [3];
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Figure 2: Prestudy: IH difference per intervention condition.
Difference in IH levels before and after participants’ expo-
sure to one of the considered interventions.

(3) Reinforce: reinforcing values by reminding searchers of

societal values before reminding them of their own values

by briefly describing IH and its benefits and subsequently

asking them to fill in the multidimensional IH scale [3].

To test whether interventions effectively boost IH, we conducted

a between-subjects pre-study approved by the ethics committee

of our institution. We recruited 251 participants via Prolific (https:
//www.prolific.com), of whom 240 passed the attention checks and

were included in the analysis.

Procedure. We asked participants to report their attitude on

all nine debated topics featured in the dataset with viewpoint-

annotated search results by Draws et al. [11] by reporting their

agreement with a statement on each topic (e.g., Is drinking milk
healthy for humans?) on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from

strongly disagree to strongly agree. We used these topics as we

sourced the search results presented to the participants in the main

user study from this dataset. Participants were assigned to a debated

topic on which they reported having a strong attitude (i.e., strongly
disagree/agree, or disagree/agree). We then measured participants’

context-dependent, self-reported IH with the Specific Intellectual
Humility Scale (seven-point Likert scale) [27]. We formulated the

questionnaire items in the context of the assigned topic (e.g., My
views about TOPIC are just as likely to be wrong as other views.).
Subsequently, we randomly assigned and exposed them to one of

the three boosting interventions (prime, remind, reinforce) or the

control intervention (ATI control). In the ATI control intervention,

participants were asked to fill out the Affinity for Technology Inter-
action (ATI) scale. To conclude the task, we asked the participants

to answer the questions of the Specific Intellectual Humility Scale
once more and calculated the difference to their initial IH score.

Results. An ANOVA revealed evidence for a moderate effect of

the intervention type on self-reported IH difference (𝐹 (3, 236) =
5.99, 𝑝 < .001, 𝑓 = 0.28). As expected, IH of participants in the

ATI control condition did not change (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 0.01, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.05),

while IH of participants in the prime (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 0.33, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.06),

remind (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 0.2, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.08), and reinforce (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 0.37, 𝑆𝐸 =

0.07) conditions increased (see Figure 2). Based on these findings,

we tested the effect of all three boosting interventions on search

behavior in the main user study.

4 USER STUDY METHODOLOGY
To investigate the three preregistered RQs (see Section 1), we

tested the following hypotheses with a randomized controlled trial

between-subjects design:

• H1 (confirmation bias): Searchers who are exposed to an

intervention that boosts IH click less on attitude-confirming

search results than other searchers.

• H2 (search diligence2): Searchers who are exposed to an

intervention that boosts IH.

– a: click on lower-ranked documents than other searchers.

– b: display longer dwell time than other searchers.

– c: spend more time on the search task than other searchers.

– d: make more clicks than other searchers.

• H3 (differences): The reinforce boosting intervention will

have a stronger effect on users’ search behavior than the

remind and prime boosting interventions.

To address the exploratory RQ, we investigated the effects of

measured IH on search behavior, attitude change, and self-reported

knowledge gain. Further, we investigate the rationales that partici-

pants reported for their behavior, whether they align with observed

search behavior, and whether they are related to attitude change

and self-reported knowledge gain. Finally, we explore links between

participants’ reflections on the search task, their search behavior,

level of IH, attitude change, self-reported knowledge gain, as well

as their reported rationales for their behavior.

Comprehensive descriptions andmotivations regarding the study’s

methodology, materials (such as search results and questionnaires),

as well as hypotheses and analysis plan, can be found with the

preregistration linked in Footnote 1.
3

4.1 Procedure
We recruited participants via Prolific and used Qualtrics (https:
//www.qualtrics.com) for pre- and post-search questionnaires. We

collected the data for this user study with the following procedure

(see Figure 3), approved by the ethics committee of our institution.

• Participant screening. In a designated task, we asked crowd-
workers to report their agreement with a statement on each

of the aforementioned nine topics, using a seven-point Likert

scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Subse-
quently, we excluded topics for which only a few participants

reported having a strong attitude (i.e., strongly disagree/agree
or disagree/agree), resulting in the following set of six topics:

Should people become vegetarian? Is drinking milk healthy
for humans? Should students have to wear school uniforms? Is
homework beneficial? Is obesity a disease? Should bottled water
be banned? Individuals who reported having strong attitudes
on three or more of the topics were invited to participate in

the study.

• Pre-search.After consenting to participate in the study, par-
ticipants were randomly assigned to one of five intervention

2
During preregistration, we employed the term search effort rather than diligence.

However, due to the potential ambiguity associated with effort in the context of web

search, we opted for diligence as it more accurately conveys our intended meaning.
3
We initially planned to investigate the interventions’ effects on later search sessions

(RQ4 in the preregistration); given the lack of differences in the initial session, we did

not proceed with further data collection.
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Figure 3: Procedure of the user study per intervention condition.

conditions (control, ATI control, prime, remind, reinforce,

see Figure 3). We tested two control conditions, one with-

out any intervention and one in which participants were

asked to fill the ATI questionnaire. By including the control

condition without intervention we could compare search

behavior to that in a standard search setting. In addition, we

included the ATI control condition to be able to distinguish

whether potential effects of the IH boosting interventions on

search behavior can be attributed to boosted IH, or if they

might simply be a result of the reflective moment, filling a

questionnaire before starting the search task.

Participants were exposed to the assigned intervention be-

fore advancing to the following instructions for an open-

ended search task:

A friend is telling you about a discussion they
had with a colleague about TOPIC. The conversation
made you curious. To learn more about TOPIC, you
have decided to conduct a web search.

• Search.We presented the search task instructions for a topic

on which the participant reported having a strong opinion

during the screening task. From the task instructions, they

could advance to the mock search interface, designed to

mimic familiar web search interfaces. On the search inter-

face, they could enter a query. If the query passed a similarity

criterion to the topic statement, searchers were presented

with viewpoint-annotated search results sourced form the

data-set by Draws et al. [11]. Per SERP, we displayed ten

search results with alternating viewpoints of supporting, op-
posing, or neutral with respect to the searcher’s attitude.

We distributed participants equally among conditions with

either an attitude-confirming, an attitude-opposing, or a

neutral search result on the top rank to control for potential

ranking effects on participants’ search behavior. Participants

could click on the links to retrieve the documents as they

would on a common SERP. We logged search interactions

with the LogUI framework [40].

• Post-search.Once participants finished searching, we asked
them to report the arguments they encountered to convey a

sense of having completed the task. Participants were asked

to state their attitude on the topic once more to compute

their attitude change, following the method applied in prior

research on attitude change in web search (e.g., [13, 15, 50]).

In addition, we asked them to report the level of perceived

knowledge gain over the search session on a five-point Likert

scale ranging from no knowledge gain to substantial knowl-
edge gain. We then asked participants to fill the NASA task

load (NASA-TLX) questionnaire [23], omitting the question

on physical demand since the task did not involve physical

extortion. Lastly, we invited them to reflect on their behav-

ior (What made you decide to click on the search results you
clicked on?) and give us feedback on the task.

4.2 Variables
In Table 1, we describe the variables used in our study to capture the

effect of the intervention on searchers’ level of confirmation bias

during search result selection (RQ1, H1, attitude-confirming clicks)

and search diligence (RQ2, H2a - H2d, lowest rank clicked, dwell

time, task completion time, cumulative clicks)
4
, as well as to deter-

mine differences in search behavior across the five interventions

(RQ3, H3). To investigate how IH factor into the broader search

process (RQe), we considered exploratory variables beyond search

behavior. Details on how we captured the different variables are

outlined in Section 4.1 and the preregistration linked in Footnote 1.

Lastly, we collected data on participants’ age and gender to provide

contextual information about the study sample.

4.3 Description of the Sample
With an a priori power analysis (with 𝑓 = 0.25, α =

0.05
6

= 0.0083

(due to testing six hypotheses), (1- β) = 0.8, and 5 groups (i.e., 5

intervention conditions), we determined a sample size of 285 partic-

ipants. Initially, 349 participants completed the study, of which 299

met the preregistered inclusion criteria for data analysis (passed

attention checks, clicked on at least one search result). Of the 299

participants, 44% reported to be female, 55% male, and the rest

non-binary/other. Regarding their age, 37% reported to be between

18 and 25, 35% between 26 and 35, 17% between 36 and 45, 7% be-

tween 46 and 55, 3% between 56 and 65, and 1% above 65 years old.

Participation was rewarded with £2.30 (mean = £9.32/h).

4
Collectively, these variables reflect behaviors that demonstrate searchers’ commitment

to thoroughly exploring, engaging with, and considering various resources and thus

approximate search diligence.
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Table 1: Study Variables. IV, DV, and EV for independent, dependent, and exploratory variables, respectively.

Type Name Description

IV Intervention
The intervention to which participants were exposed prior to the search.

One of control, ATI control, prime, remind, reinforce.

Attitude confirming clicks Proportion of clicks on attitude confirming search results. (H1, H3)

Lowest rank clicked Lowest rank of a link that the participant clicked on. (H2a, H3)

DV Dwell time
The average time a participant spends on a clicked document in seconds.

(H2b, H3)

Task completion time The time a participant spends on the search task in seconds. (H2c, H3)

Cumulative clicks A participant’s number of clicks on unique search results. (H2d, H3)

Intellectual Humility
Score of IH according to responses to the IH questionnaire (only captured for

n = 130 in remind and reinforce conditions. Values ranging from 1 to 7.)

Ranking
Stance of the search result displayed on the top rank.

One of attitude-confirming, attitude-opposing, or neutral.

Topic
Topic assigned to participant. One out of drinking milk, homework, obesity,

bottled water, vegetarianism, school uniforms.

EV Rationale for behavior
Reported rationale for participants’ search behavior (free text categorized into

one of driven by IH, ranking, confirmation bias, content/form, task/unclear).

Attitude change
Difference between pre- and post-search attitude. Positive values indicate

a strengthening, and negative values a weakening of the initial attitude.

Knowledge gain Self-reported knowledge gain for the topic searched on.

Reflection on search task
NASA-TLX results, perceived levels of mental demand, temporal demand,

performance, effort, and frustration. Values range from 0 to 100.

5 RESULTS
Here, we first present the results of testing the hypotheses on the

effect of the boosting interventions on confirmation bias and search

diligence (§ 5.1). We then provide an overview of our exploratory

findings, aimed at enhancing our understanding of the results from

hypothesis testing and addressing the exploratory research ques-

tion, regarding the role of IH in the broader search process (§ 5.2).

5.1 Hypotheses Testing
Effect on confirmation bias. Results of an ANOVA indicated no

evidence for H1, an effect of the interventions on the proportion

of attitude-confirming clicks (𝐹 (4, 294) = 0.39, 𝑝 = .81, 𝑓 = 0.07).

We explored whether potential topic and ranking effects might

have prevented us from seeing differences between control and

intervention conditions. While we did not find evidence for topical

differences (𝐹 (5, 293) = 1.18, 𝑝 = .32), we noted that the view-

point of the top-ranked search result affected the proportion of

clicks on attitude-confirming search results (𝐹 (2, 296) = 6.68, 𝑝 =

.001, 𝑓 = 0.21). Participants who saw a neutral search result on

the top rank clicked on a lower proportion of attitude-confirming

search results (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 0.26, 𝑠𝑒 = 0.03) than those who saw an

attitude-confirming (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 0.41, 𝑠𝑒 = 0.03) or attitude-opposing

(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 0.38, 𝑠𝑒 = 0.03) search result (see Figure 4). Yet, when con-

trolling for the effect of ranking we still did not find evidence for an

effect of the interventions (𝐹 (4, 292) = 0.52, 𝑝 = .72). Noteworthy,

we observed that across the five intervention conditions, the mean

proportion of attitude-confirming clicks was between 32.4% and

37.6%, indicating overall low confirmation bias (see Table 2). Ad-

dressing RQ1, these findings do not substantiate that the boosting

interventions decrease searchers’ confirmation bias.

Effect on search diligence. The MANOVA results indicated

no differences between the intervention conditions for any of the

variables indicating search diligence (𝐹 (4, 294) = 0.66, 𝑝 = .84, see

Table 2). We further explored whether topics and ranking impacted

search diligence. However, two MANOVAS revealed neither ev-

idence for topical differences (𝐹 (5, 293) = 0.98, 𝑝 = .47) nor for

ranking effects (𝐹 (2, 296) = 0.74, 𝑝 = .65). Answering RQ2, we

could not corroborate that any of the boosting interventions impact

search diligence since we did not find evidence for H2a-d.

The lack of evidence for effects on search behavior across all

three boosting interventions renders RQ3, aimed at identifying

differences between the effects of the interventions, obsolete.

5.2 Exploratory Analysis
We aim to gain insights into user behavioral patterns that can (i)

complement and add nuance to our findings related to our hypoth-

esis tests, and (ii) address our exploratory research question. Due

to their exploratory rather than confirmatory nature, we do not set

a significance threshold. Nonetheless, we report statistical test re-

sults, including p-values, to highlight facets in our data that warrant

confirmatory testing via future research.

Impact of IH.We investigated whether our data revealed rela-

tions between the level of IH and search behavior. Recall that we

measured the level of IH only for participants in the remind (𝑛 = 67)

and reinforce (𝑛 = 63) conditions since the IH questionnaire was

only part of these interventions. We did not observe correlations be-

tween participants’ IH and their proportion of attitude-confirming

clicks (𝑟 = −0.09, 𝑝 = 0.29) or any of the variables used to capture

search diligence. This evinced an absence of patterns hinting at de-

creased confirmation bias or increased search diligence of searchers

with high compared to low IH.

To extend the understanding of the role of IH beyond search be-

havior, we investigated relations to searchers’ self-reported knowl-

edge gain and attitude change. Our explorations did not reveal

differences across intervention conditions, nor a correlation be-

tween IH and attitude change. We did, however, observe a weak

positive correlation between participants’ IH and their self-reported

knowledge gain (𝑟 = 0.25, 𝑝 = 0.004), where searchers with higher

IH reported higher knowledge gain.
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Table 2: Confirmation Bias and Search Diligence per Intervention Condition. Means and standard errors for attitude-confirming
clicks, lowest rank clicked, dwell time, task completion time, and cumulative clicks for each intervention condition.

Attitude confirming
clicks

Lowest rank
clicked

Dwell
time

Task completion
time

Cumulative
clicks

mean SE mean SE mean SE mean SE mean SE
Control

(n = 53)
0.33 0.05 7.3 0.8 50.1 11.2 303 37 3.1 0.3

ATI control

(n = 54)
0.37 0.04 10.9 2.7 45.4 5.8 349 51 4.1 0.4

Prime

(n = 62)
0.38 0.04 9.1 1.5 49.7 10.4 319 32 3.5 0.3

Remind

(n = 67)
0.32 0.04 8.8 1.7 41.7 5 249 23 3.2 0.2

Reinforce

(n = 63)
0.38 0.04 7.7 1.5 42.6 5.5 280 26 3.3 0.3
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Figure 4: Search Behavior per Intervention and Ranking. Mean (A) proportion of attitude-confirming clicks, (B) lowest rank
clicked, (C) dwell time, (D) task completion time, and (E) number of cumulative clicks per intervention (control, ATI control,
prime, remind, reinforce) and ranking condition with 95% confidence interval.

Rationales for Behavior. To gain insights into whether the

boosting interventions or the searchers’ level of IH affected how

participants approached the search task, we explored the rationales

that participants reported (rationale for behavior). Guided by RQe,
we were specifically interested in rationales indicating IH, reliance

on the search result ranking, or confirmation bias. Thus, an expert

annotator employed a mixed inductive-deductive open coding ap-

proach to identify the five distinct themes described below and

categorize the rationales accordingly. Subsequently, a second ex-

pert annotator categorized a subset of 50 rationales, showing good

inter-rater agreement (𝜅 = 0.76).

(1) Intellectual Humility. Participants who reported that their
behaviour was guided by indicators of intellectual humility

such as a desire to gain knowledge (indicating awareness of

the limits of their knowledge), see arguments for different

viewpoints (indicating awareness of the fallibility of their

beliefs), or the good reputation of the source. E.g., The results
I clicked on were both for and against a vegetarian diet. I chose
so because I wanted to see both sides of an argument.

(2) Ranking. Participants who reported that they followed the

ranking when selecting search results. E.g., I always click on
the ones that appear first because they are more relevant.

(3) Confirmation Bias. Participants who reported that they

clicked on search results in line with their opinions. E.g., It
aligned with my own views.

(4) Content and Form. Participants who reported that the title,
snippet, or presentation of the search result sparked their
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Figure 5: Proportion of participants in each intervention
condition who reported a given rationale.

interest. E.g., Usually if something in the intro paragraph
looked appealing. I also love list articles.

(5) Task/Unclear. Participants who reported that they selected

search results to complete the task or their rationale was

unclear. E.g., To complete the task.
We evaluated the proportion of participants per intervention

condition who reported each rationale (see Figure 5). Similar pro-

portions of participants in the control and boosting conditions

reported to have relied on the ranking. Noteworthy, a lower propor-

tion of participants in the boosting than in the control conditions

reported rationales categorized as indicating intellectual humility.
Overall, merely nine participants reported rationales that indicate

confirmation bias. We did not see differences between the levels

of IH of participants who reported different rationales. Therefore,

neither the boosting interventions nor the searchers’ level of IH

affected the propensity to approach the search task with IH-related

intentions or to rely on the search result ranking.

We explored behavioral differences across rationales (see Table 3).

When contrasting confirmation bias and search diligence between

searchers who reported IH-related rationales and those relying

on the ranking we observed that the mean proportion of attitude-

confirming clicks was similar, while the mean values for lowest

rank clicked, dwell time, and task completion times were higher

for participants who reported IH-related rationales (see Table 3).

Reflections on the Search Task. To gauge if searchers’ reflec-

tions on the search task are affected by the boosting interventions

and related to search behavior, we examined the self-reported lev-

els of mental demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and

frustration captured with the NASA-TLX questionnaire. We saw

no differences across the control and boosting conditions, nor any

correlations with confirmation bias and search diligence. We fur-

ther explored whether the level of perceived task load varied for

participants with different levels of IH. For the 130 participants

for whom we captured IH, our exploration indicated weak cor-

relations to mental demand (𝑟 = −0.18, 𝑝 = .042) and temporal

demand (𝑟 = −0.21, 𝑝 = .014). Further, we observed moderate

correlations to performance (𝑟 = 0.4, 𝑝 < .001) and frustration

(𝑟 = −0.44, 𝑝 < .001). Individuals with high compared to low IH

reported lower mental and temporal demands, higher performance,

and lower frustration. These relations suggest that high IH searchers

might approach searching on debated topics with greater ease.

6 DISCUSSION
With this study, we investigated whether the potential of IH would

indeed translate into unbiased and diligent search behavior among

opinionated individuals seeking information on debated topics. For

that, we compared the search behavior of participants exposed to

one of three IH-boosting interventions with that of participants

exposed to one of two control conditions. We also considered the

role of IH during the broader search process by investigating mea-

sured IH, attitude change, self-reported knowledge gain, searchers’

reported rationales for their search behavior, and reflections on the

task, alongside search behavior.

Effect of Interventions on Search Behavior.We did not ob-

serve differences in searchers’ confirmation bias and search dili-

gence between the control and boosting conditions, yielding nega-

tive responses to RQ1 and RQ2, and rendering RQ3 obsolete. Still,

outcomes resulting from exploring how IH factors into the search

process (§5.2) allowed us to make some inferences that explain the

absence of behavioral differences between control and boosting

interventions. Furthermore, they point to alternative approaches

for harnessing the power of IH for better search on debated topics.

The role of IH.Wedid not note direct links between the searchers’

IH and their search behavior, which was unanticipated, given re-

ports on prior research (see [6, 34, 46]). Searchers’ reflections on

the search task and their knowledge gain, however, suggest that

searchers with high IH might approach searching on debated topics

with greater ease and perceive to gain more knowledge than those

with low IH. Looking at the rationales that searchers reported for

their behavior, we saw that independently of the intervention and

their level of IH, individuals approached the search task differently.

For instance, some rely on the ranking, while others are driven by

the desire to learn about diverse viewpoints. We infer that alterna-

tive factors that we did not consider in our study shape searchers’

intentions as they approach the task. We explored the search behav-

ior of participants who reported different rationales and observed

that searchers who approached the search in an IH-driven waywere

more inclined to exhibit search diligence than those who reported

having relied on the ranking.

Despite not finding effects from the boosting interventions on

search behavior, we derive from these findings that IH and particu-

larly IH-related search intentions seem to be relevant components

in the pursuit of empowering opinionated individuals to fruitfully

and with ease search for information on debated topics. As for why

the interventions did not affect search behavior, our exploratory

observations lead us to contemplate the following options:

(1) Familiarity of Search Environment: To date, IH-boosts have
been predominantly evaluated in terms of their effects on self-

reported IH and reflection tasks [33, 46, 47], with less focus on

their influence on practical behavior in a familiar information

context. In contrast, we investigated the effect of the boosts in

practice, on interactions with an interface designed to resem-

ble widely recognized search interfaces. The familiar search

environment might impede behavioral change, diminishing the

effects of IH boosting interventions administered prior to the
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Table 3: Confirmation Bias and Search Diligence per Rationale. Means and standard errors yielded for each category of reported
rationales behind search behavior.

Attitude confirming
clicks

Lowest rank
clicked

Dwell
time

Task completion
time

Cumulative
clicks

mean SE mean SE mean SE mean SE mean SE
Intellectual Humility

(n = 100)
0.3 0.03 9.5 1.38 54.3 6.63 348 33.6 3.7 0.28

Ranking

(n = 57)
0.33 0.04 4.7 0.57 43.1 7.57 268 33.2 3.6 0.28

Confirmation Bias

(n = 9)
0.58 0.12 6.6 1.21 30.6 10.4 318 85.8 3.8 0.85

Content and Form

(n = 103)
0.38 0.03 10.4 1.58 42 4.4 279 16.7 3.2 0.2

Task/Unclear

(n = 30)
0.45 0.07 8.7 2.08 39.2 16.5 244 44.0 2.7 0.3

search task, and potentially even of high IH as a general trait,

by causing individuals to resort to their default search behavior

(e.g., relying on the ranking). Resorting to default behavior in

a familiar search environment resembles the phenomenon of

functional fixedness, wherein individuals experience constraints

to use a tool in unfamiliar ways [2, 14]. When exploring the

reported rationales of search behavior, we observed that a high

proportion of participants in both boosting and control con-

ditions said that their behavior was driven by the ranking on

the SERP. As suggested by Smith and Rieh [54], this indicates

that searchers have learned to rely on the search system to

compare, evaluate, and differentiate sources on their behalf.

If interventions that boost IH or other cognitive skills do not

cause behavioral change in strongly familiar and relied-on web

environments, this would raise doubts about their general use-

fulness and emphasizes the importance of carefully assessing

the effects of boosting interventions on behavior in the targeted

web environments. Although boosting interventions are sup-

posed to remain effective even after they were presented to

the searcher [25, 38], future research should explore whether

potential effects of familiarity and functional fixedness could be

overcome with interventions that are more directly integrated

into the search process rather than administered prior to it.

(2) Strong Attitudes: Unlike prior research [6, 21, 34, 46], we did

not find evidence for correlations between the level of IH and

less biased or more diligent information seeking behavior. This

could be attributed to the study’s specific emphasis on strong

attitudes. For instance, Krumrei-Mancuso and Newman [35]

noted that individuals are less inclined to display IH when they

interact with a topic for which they hold a strong attitude and

their values feel threatened. However, in our pre-study, we

observed boosted self-reported IH, even though we tailored

the questionnaires to focus on a topic on which participants

reported having a strong attitude. Yet, achieving behavioral

change in practice is presumably more complicated than boost-

ing self-reported reflections, and the strong attitudes may have

acted as barriers, impeding any effect on search behavior. Future

research should investigate how attitude strength and more

nuanced attitude features, such as attitude certainty [58], or

attitude importance [26] moderate the effects of various inter-

ventions to support unbiased and diligentsearch behavior.

Mitigating Confirmation Bias. Although the interventions

did not noticeably affect search behavior, we made an unexpected

yet intriguing discovery regarding a factor that did influence it: We

observed that when a neutral search result was displayed on the

top rank, participants exhibited lower confirmation bias than when

an attitude-confirming or attitude-opposing search result was dis-

played on the same rank (𝑓 = 0.21). Further, none of the participants

who saw a neutral search result on the first rank reported rationales

related to confirmation bias for their search behavior. If this effect

can be replicated in a follow-up study, displaying a neutral search

result on the top rank during searches on debated topics could be

one simple and practical approach to mitigate confirmation bias.

Implications and Future Work. Our exploration of searchers’

reflections on the search task that we captured with the NASA-TLX

indicate that individuals who exert more effort perceive less frus-

tration and a sense of better performance upon completion of the

search process, suggesting a fruitful and satisfying search experi-

ence. Thus, Promoting unbiased and diligent search behaviour on

debated topics ultimately benefits not only searchers’ informedness

but also their search experience. However, the interventions we

considered in this study boosted self-reported IH, but did not foster

unbiased and diligent search behavior in practice.

Reconsidering the question of how to empower individuals to

overcome the challenges associated with web search on debated

topics in light of our newly gained understanding of the shortcom-

ings of the tested interventions and the role of IH in the broader

search process, we conclude that a standalone solution likely does

not exist. Instead, we need a combination of measures that address

different challenges associated with searching on debated topics.

For example, our explorations indicated that it is not necessarily

individuals with high levels of IH but those who approach the

search task with IH-related motivations who tend to exhibit more

diligent search behavior. If future research confirms this relation

between search IH-related search intentions and diligent search

behavior, interventions should more directlymotivate IH-related
search intentions. Further, we learned that the boosting inter-

ventions did not modify searchers’ reliance on the search system

and ranking. Hence, there is a need for strategies to support ap-
propriate reliance on the search system and ranking in familiar

search environments and overcome effects of functional fixedness,

for instance by more directly integrating interventions into the
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search process or enriching the knowledge-context in SERPs with

epistemic cues [38, 54]. Moreover, search environments that individ-

uals tend to over-rely on could be redesigned to earn that reliance.

For instance, we observed that displaying a search result with a

neutral stance on the top rank might be a practical approach to

mitigate confirmation bias. Approaches to re-rank search results

to increase the viewpoint diversity among highly-ranked search

results, as suggested by Draws et al. [12], should be considered as

a fundamental part of the solution.

As for efforts to empower individuals online more generally,

our findings illustrate that the effects of interventions on behavior

need to be carefully investigated in the target environment. This

supports the cautionary stance by Freiling et al. [17] who warn

against the hasty deployment of interventions to guide online infor-

mation behavior while disregarding the complexity of the problems

they aim to overcome and the broader ethical implications of the

interventions. That said, we should keep in mind that search sys-

tems without interventions are far from being neutral gateways to

information. On the contrary, search systems act as algorithmic cu-

rators [57, 62] that are predominantly under the control of private

industry [18] and thus designed to prioritize commercial interests.

This is showcased by persuasive and manipulative choice architec-

tures, such as featuring sponsored content among the top-ranked

search results [31, 32, 65].

From this study, there are several avenues of future research to

embark on. First, the effect of more directly integrating interven-

tions into the search process, combining different measures that

boost IH, motivate IH-driven search, and promote transparency

for appropriate reliance on the ranking, e.g., by applying epistemic

cues such as stance labels deserves thorough investigation. To pin-

point interventions that motivate IH-driven search, future research

should strive to uncover factors that shape searchers’ intentions as

they approach search on debated topics. Moreover, the preliminary

finding on the impact of placing a search result with a neutral stance

on the top rank as a practical approach to mitigate confirmation bias

suggests the need for a more focused study design to delve deeper

into this phenomenon. Lastly, in light of the increasing significance

of passive information exposure in contrast to active information

seeking, as highlighted in recent work by Hassoun et al. [24], the

role of IH in various information settings that extend beyond web

search warrants investigation.

Limitations. An in-depth user study such as the one we under-

took is not without limitations. For data gathering, we used a mock

search interface that mimics conventional search systems. Dur-

ing the study, participants could issue multiple queries and access

several SERPs; however, all SERP results were derived from a prese-

lected set of viewpoint-annotated search results and ranked to con-

form with our ranking templates of alternating viewpoints rather

than relevance to the query. The ranking templates—employed to

control for ranking effects on participants’ search behavior—led to

interactions with diverse viewpoints, regardless of whether individ-

uals relied on the ranking or actively sought to engage with diverse

viewpoints and consequently may have contributed to overall low

confirmation bias across conditions. Future work should consider

the role of IH in scenarios that fully reflect the complexities of

real-world web search, including those when searchers are exposed

to SERPs featuring viewpoint-biased rankings where most highly

ranked results align with a single viewpoint.

Given the intent of this study (investigating if interventions

boosting self-reported IH could affect search behavior), we cap-

tured the level of IH solely for participants who were part of the

interventions involving the IH questionnaire (𝑛 = 130). In their

case, we noted relatively high levels of IH, indicating a somewhat

skewed sample. We were surprised by the large percentage of partic-

ipants in the control group, as opposed to the boosting conditions,

who reported IH-related rationales. This could indicate an unequal

distribution of participants with different levels of IH across the

five intervention conditions, which we could not control for, as

we lacked information on participants’ levels of IH in the control

and prime conditions. Future studies should measure the level of

IH of all participants and consider recruitment strategies aimed at

achieving a distribution of participants with different levels of IH

that is more closely aligned with that of the general population.

To assess whether our data could have been negatively impacted

by cognitive biases provoked by the task design of the crowdsourced

user study, we applied the Cognitive Biases Checklist introduced

by Draws et al. [13]. Similar to most studies relying on crowd-

workers, self-interest bias could have affected the search interaction

data–participants may have invested minimal effort to complete the

task and receive the reward [28], and thus deviated from their usual

search behavior. However, only data from participants who passed

the attention checks, included to counter this bias, was considered

for analysis.

7 CONCLUSION
With this user study, we investigated whether IH-boosting interven-

tions could contribute towards empowering opinionated searchers

to overcome the challenges associated with search on debated top-

ics, by fostering unbiased and diligent search habits. For that, we

investigated the effect of three boosting interventions on search

behavior in a familiar search environment, as well as the role of IH

in the broader search process. We found that the interventions that

boost self-reported IH did not result in searchers adopting unbiased

and diligent search behavior in practice. Our exploratory findings

indicate that both IH and IH-related search intentions are nonethe-

less relevant elements for cultivating unbiased and diligent search

behavior, as well as a fruitful and satisfying search experience.

In light of our findings, we advocate for comprehensive inter-

ventions to not only boost IH but also motivate IH-related search

intentions and support appropriate reliance on the search system

and ranking in familiar search environments, for instance by be-

ing more directly integrated into the search process. Moreover,

outcomes from our exploration emphasize the importance of thor-

oughly investigating the effects of interventions that aim at empow-

ering individuals online in practice, with a focus on their impact

on behavior within the target environment, rather than solely on

self-reflection or on performance in simulated tasks.
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